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Kohn-Rossi
cohomology
and its
applicationto the complex
Plateau problem,I*
By STEPHEN S.-T. YAU
1.

introduction

It seems that one of the natural fundamentalquestions of complex
geometryis the classical complexPlateau problem. Specificallythe problem
asks which odd-dimensional,real submanifoldsof C` are boundaries of
complexsubmanifoldsin CI.
With regard to this problem,Harvey and Lawson [121 have recently
developed a very interestingtheory. Their theoremsare importantand
very general, and the paper is a fundamentalcontributionto complex
geometry. In order to state their main theoremprecisely,we need some
preliminaryremarks. In [121,they firstobservedthe followingnecessary
conditionfor the problemto be solvable: Let X be a real, C' submanifoldof
a complex manifold W which is a C' boundaryof a complexsubmanifold.
2n - 1, then at each pointz C X we must have
If dimX
(1.1)

dimR (TZX

n J(TX))

= 2n

-

2

where J is the almost complexstructure(i.e., scalar multiplicationby i) in
T,( W). The condition(1.1) asserts that the complexlinear subspace of TZX
is as large as possible (i.e., of real codimensionone). Therefore,a submanifold M of dimension2n -1 whichsatisfies(1.1) at all points will be called
maximallycomplex.
Of course, maximal complexityonly imposes a conditionon X if the
real dimensionof X is greater than one. However, there is a natural
replacementfor(1.1) whichis necessaryforthe real compactorientedcurve
V in W to be the boundaryof a complexcurve V. Suppose V = d V and let
w)be a holomorphic1-formon W. Then by Stoke's theorem,
A.-'
d

since d = a +

a

and &o

V,~)-|

0. From simpleconsiderations,the restrictionof
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a (2, 0)-formto a holomorphiccurve is identically zero. Thereforethe
followingmomentconditionis necessary:
(o = 0 forall holomorphic1-formsw .

(1.2)

Suppose now that X is a compact oriented submanifoldin a Stein
manifoldW. Let [XI denote that (2n - 1)-dimensional currentin W given
by integrationover X. Similarly,if V is a piece of n-dimensionalcomplex
subvarietyof W, we let [VI denote the 2p-dimensionalcurrentgiven by
integrationover the manifoldpoints of V with the canonicalorientation.
The currentX is the boundary of [VI in the sense of currents (written
d[ VI X) if [X](a) = [V](da) for all Co (2p - 1)-formsa on W. By a
holomorphicp-chainon a complexmanifoldW we mean a locallyfinitesum
T = Inj Vil, where ni c Z - {0} and Vi is an irreducible,complexn-dimensional subvarietysupp T = U V.
(Harvey-Lawson). Let X be a compact,orientedsubmanifold
of real dimension2n --1 and of class C1 in a Stein manifold W. Or, more
generally,allow X to have a small scar set S. (That is, suppose that S is a
compactset of Hausdorff(2n - 1)-measurezero, whichis containedin X,
and that X is a compact subset of W such that X - S is an orientedsubmanifold of W - S of class C' withfinitevolumeand d[XI = 0. Actually
it sufficesto assume that X - S is an orientedimmersedsubmanifoldof
W - S instead of an embeddedsubmanifold.)
Suppose that X is maximally complex,or if n = 1, suppose X satisfies
themomentcondition. Then thereexists a unique holomorpicp-chain T in
W - X with supp T C W and with finitemass, such that
THEOREM

(1.3)

dT = [X]

in

W.

Furthermore,thereis a compactnowheredense subsetA c X suchthateach
point of X - A, near whichX is of class Ck, 1 < k < oo, has a neighborhood
in which(supp T) U X is a regular Ck submanifoldwithboundary(if k > 2
thenA can be chosento have Hausdorff(2n - 1)-measure zero).
In particular, if X is connected,thenthereexists a unique precompact
irreduciblecomplexn-dimensionalsubvarietyof W - X such that d[ VI
+ [XI with boundaryregularityas above.
For p = 1, the theoremcan be deduced fromthe work of Wermer[331,
Bishop,Alexanderand otherson the polynomialhull of a curve in C7 (cf.
Gamelin[8]). This functionalgebraic approach encounterssome difficulties
in generalization,whereas Harvey-Lawson's proof works uniformlyin all
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dimensions. After four years of laborious work attemptingto understand
the deep work of Harvey-Lawson, we have come up with a somewhat
simplerproof for the case when the Levi formof X is not identicallyzero
at every pointof X. We producea variety V such that the boundaryof V
is exactly X. For the definitionof Levi form,partially complex structure
etc., we referto Section 2.
A. Let X bea compact,orientable,real manifoldofdimension
2n -1, n > 2, with partially complexstructurein a Stein manifold W.
Suppose the Levi form of X is not identically zero at every point of X.
Then thereexistsa complexanalytic subvarietyV ofdimensionn of W- X
suchthattheboundaryof V is X in thesense ofpoint-settopology.Moreover
outsidea set of (2n - 1)-measurezero in X, V has boundaryregularity.
THEOREM

The idea of the proofof Theorem A for W= C' goes as follows. We
firstextendX to a "strip" of a variety in C' by H. Lewy's theorem. Then
we apply the deep theorem of Rothstein and Sperling (cf. [231, [241, [251, [261

and [31-1).Theirresults[Theorem1, p. 547 of 201provideus a normalvariety
V' over C' such that TheoremA is true. When we project this back to C',
we mayget an extra componentof a varietycomingfromthe interiorof V'.
This extra componentof a variety intersectsthe originalstrip of a variety
in a complexcodimensionone subvariety,hence real codimensionone in X
whichis of (2n - 1)-measure zero. ThereforeTheoremA is true only in the
sense of point-settopologyand hence also in the sense of distribution. We
shouldemphasizethat whenthe Levi formis zero at some point,the method
we use breaks down completely. Indeed there are examples of this kind
such that one cannotfindV as in Theorem A. This explains why HarveyLawson's result is interestingand important.
The problem of nonexistenceof singularities inside V has not been
solved. In [61,Donnellyhas founda necessaryconditiondependingon etainvariantsof Atiyahand Singer. In this paper we will finda necessaryand
sufficient
conditionwhichdependsonlyon theC-R structureoftheboundary.
to get the rightconditionas shown in the
However, it seems very difficult
0 be a hypersurfacewith
0}
followingexample: Let V= {(z., .., zr): f(z)
as
its
in
the origin
onlysingularity C7+'. Let S(O; 8) and B(O; 8) be the sphere
and ball respectivelyin C7+'. Let X, =S(o; 8) n V, where V= {(z., .,* z)
f(z) = t}. Then X. bounds the variety B(O; 8) n V with singularityat the
originand X, boundsthe complexsubmanifold B(O; 8) n V,,t # 0 and t small.
However X. is diffeomorphic
to X,.
It seems to us that the firstfundamentalinvariant of this kind was
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firstintroducedby Kohn and Rossi ([181, [171and [71), the so-called KohnRossi a6-cohomologygroups HP

(')

(cf. S 2). They proved the finitedimen-

sionalityof theircohomologygroups undercertainnaturalconditions. (Cf.
Proposition2.14.) Of course it would be of interestto computethe dimengroups. In general, a stronglypseudoconvex
sions of these ab-cohomology
of a Stein space V with isolated singularities.
manifoldM is a modification
In [181,Kohn-Rossimade the followingconjecture: In general,eitherthere
is no boundarycohomologyof the boundaryof M (or V) in degree (p, q)
p ? 0, n - 1, or it must result fromthe interiorsingularitiesof V. The
followingtheoremanswers the above questionsaffirmatively.
THEOREMB. Let M be a stronglypseudoconvexmanifold M of dimension n (n > 3) which is a modificationof a Stein space V at theisolated

singularities x1,

**. , Xm.

Then

dim HP q(3) =

1? q

1bpq+l

n- 2

group of type (p, q) and
where HP .() is the Kohn-Rossi Ab-cohomology
bpiq+lis the Brieskorn invariant of type (p, q + 1) at xi which is a local
invariant of thesingularity xi (cf. S 3).
Suppose x,, *

dm
dim
HP q((.)
(I

Then

X, are hypersurface singularities.

~ z+

Z'1 +

q

n-2,

0
O.

pp+ qnn-2,

1

** +.
{?rn

p+q=n-1,
n,
p + q
p+ q> n+

1< q n-2,
1?q < n-2,
q < n-2 ,
l

...

0,

+ zm

wherezi is thenumberof moduli of V at xi (cf. Remark3.3).
As a result of TheoremA and TheoremB, we can answer the classical
sense.
complexPlateau problemin the affirmative
THEOREMC. Let X bea compact,orientable,real manifoldofdimension

2n 1, n > 3 with partially complexstructurein a Stein manifold W of
dimension n + 1. Suppose that X is stronglypseudoconvex. Then X is a
boundary of the complexsubmanifold V c W - X if and only if Kohngroups HP (') are zero for 1 ? q ? n-2.
Rossi's ab-cohomology
-

Proof. This is an easy consequence of the proofs of Theorem A and
Theorem B and the fact that the local moduli for isolated hypersurface
singularityare never zero.
We remarkthat the last part of TheoremB remainstrue if xi is a local
completeintersectionsingularityforall i. ActuallyTheoremB and Theorem
C remain true if one replaces strongpseudoconvexityof the boundaryby
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some otherLevi-convexitycondition. In Section 2, followingFolland and
and theoremswe need later on. From
Kohn [71,we collectall the definitions
this section,the reader can figureout what Levi conditionwe need in order
to solve the complexPlateau problemaffirmatively.In Section 4, we prove
the duality theorem(cf. Theorem4.1) for certain1-convexmanifolds. This
sharpensthe result we had in 1341althoughthe idea was already there.
H. Lewy 1211firststudied ab, and his work was extended by Kohn and
Rossi 1181,who firstformalizedthe notion of boundarycomplex. It is a
generalmethodto reducequestionsabout boundaryvalue problemson M to
the study of operatorson the boundaryof M, whichis a compact manifold
withoutboundary. Muchprogressin thisarea and othershas recentlybeen
made by M. Kuranishi.
We gratefullyacknowledgeY.-T. Siu for his numeroushelpfuldiscussions. In fact it was Professor Siu who pointed out to us the work of
Rothstein which is very useful in this work. We thank Professors P.
H. Hironaka, H. B. Laufer and D. Mumfordfor their constant
Griffiths,
encouragement.Ourindebtednessto Harvey-Lawson[121is obvious. Actually
of our original
ProfessorsHarvey, Lawson and Rossi pointedout a difficulty
argumentin TheoremA based on Hartog's technique. We appreciate their
interestin our work as well as some discussion. Finally, we would like to
thankProfessorLawson once morefor his useful suggestions in rewriting
this paper.
2. Kohn-Rossi's ab-complex
and fix
In this sectionwe recall Kohn-Rossi'stheoryfor the ab-complex
our notations. The referencefor this sectionis [7j. Let M be a Hermitian
complexmanifoldM of complexdimensionn withsmoothboundarybM such
that M M U bM is compact. We shall assume, withoutloss of generality,
that M is imbeddedin a slightlylarge open manifoldM' and that bM is
definedby the equation r = 0 where r is a real CO functionwith r-< 0
inside M, ? > 0 outside M, and dr I = 1 on bM. Let C(Pq(M) be the space
of Co (p, q)-forms on M. C(4Pq)(M) is the subspace of C(Ppq(M) whose elements

can be extendedsmoothlyto M'. Cfp
q(M) is the subspace of UPq(M) whose
elementshave compact supportdisjointfrombM. Recall that a Hermitian
metricon an almost-complexmanifoldM is a Hermitianinnerproduct<, >x
CTxM--, T1,,Mis the
on each wno(CTM) varying smoothlyin x, where wo,0:
natural projectionfromthe complexifiedtangent bundle to the subbundle
consistingof the (1, 0) vectors. For Y, eE CTxM., we set
<is>-,0

K0

7>x +

<WlOt

Wl.o_>x
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The inner product<, >, then extendsnaturallyto all the spaces APqCT*M.
If w0, *.*, a is an orthonormalbasis for A1'0CT*M,then cv,A 61iA ...
A (onA (On= Y is the volume element on M at x. We defineglobal scalar
productsfor formsby

(vs,
A~) =

| , 5i, >y

for

C5, e fP,
q(M)

q(M) to
The formaladjoint a of a is the differentialoperatorfrom fp,
(P q-l(M)

defined by (-,o)g

for all

(0,9)

GeUP q-l(M)

with compact

+ 0 is called the complexLaplacian. Let
support. The operator [R =
HjP'qbe the space of square integrable (p, q)-formson M. We shall henceforthuse the symbola to mean the closureof 8/C(P(M) with respectto HoP
in other words, the operator whose graph is the closure of the graph
The following proposition is obtained by

of /IdPq(M) in Hop'q x Hpq+l'

integrationby parts.

e U~q(M) 0 GjdPq+l(M),
e
For all 5 G
*Ge (fpq-l(M),

PROPOSITION 2.1.

(ao, 0) -(0,
( '0

'e&) + |

) =

bM

aIr) + |

<aq

dr)0, a
dr)o, A>,

bM

operatorsa
where a(Q, dr) and a(Y, dr) are the symbolsof the differential
and a at dr respectively. The relationbetween the Hilbertspace adjointD*
of a and its formaladjoint a is given by the followingproposition. Recall
that the Hilbert space adjoint 8* of a is definedon the domain Dom(a*)
ofall 0 e HP suchthatforsomeconstantc > 0, '(09, ) < c r
consisting
for all * e HP q-l(M). For such a a, / --- (a, 8r) extends to a bounded functional on Ho"q and aft its dual vector.
PROPOSITION

Dom(0*)n (fPq(M). Then

2.2. Let 9@pq
pq

and

{ e CfPpq(M):
a(iY, dr>o - 0 on bM}
-0 on

'Dp,q

For each p e bM, the Levi form at p is the Hermitianformon the
(n 1)-dimensional space (7r1,0CTPM)
n CTPbMgiven by
-

(L1, L2)

-

(It is Hermitian because a8 =-8a

2<~ar, L, A L2>
=-a8.)

a

We shall be working in special

boundarycharts U, with the special basis, {1ci},1 <i
C1f0(U). Let L1,

...

,

< n o, V= 2 ar for

L. be the dual vector fields. Then {(L)P}, 1 <i

< n-1

is an orthonormal
basis of the space (w1,0
CTPM)n CTPbMand the Levi form,
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whichis definedwithrespectto thisbasis, is given by the matrixcoefficients
of the Levi form,cuj= 2Kair,Li A Lj>. The followingpropositionshows
that this formdependsonlyon the outward normaldr to bM and is thereforeintrinsicallydefined.
PROPOSITION 2.3.

ij

[Li, Lj]>
d2 <(son<

In other words, cij is the coefficientof

1i/V2 [Li, Lj].

L%

in the basis expansion of

Definition2.4. (a) M is said to be pseudoconvex(pseudoconcave)if the
Levi form is positive (negative) semi-definiteat each point of bM and
stronglypseudoconvex(pseudoconcave)if it is positive (negative) definiteat
each pointof bM.
(b) We say that M satisfiesconditionZ(q) if the Levi formhas at least
n q positive eigenvalues or at least q + 1 negative eigenvalues at each
pointof bM. (Thus a stronglypseudoconvexmanifoldsatisfiesconditionZ(q)
forall q > 0.)
Suppose H is a Hilbert space and Q is a Hermitianformdefinedon a
A)> II 'I2 for0 e D. Suppose further
dense subspace D of H satisfyingQ(O5,
that D is a Hilbertspace underthe innerproductQ. Thenthereis a canonical
self-adjointoperatorF on H associated with Q as follows. For each a e H,
- > (a, *) is a Q-boundedfunctionalon D. Thus there is a unique 0 e D
) (a, A) for all e D. Define T: H -Dc H by Ta
such that Q(
Then T is bounded,self-adjointand infective. Set F = T-'. We have the
followingfamousFriedrichsExtension Theorem.
2.5. F is theunique self-adjointoperatorwithDom(F) C D
satisfyingQ(O,A) (F5, A) for all 0 e Dom(F) and -9 e D.
PROPOSITION

In our case, we definethe formQ on gipq by
Q(9, A)

-

(a05,4)

+ (09n,?)

+ (0,9)

and let ITPq be the completion of Wpqunder Q. The inclusion jp q>HP q
extends uniquely to a norm-decreasing map 4ppq __Hopq. This map is infective.
Hence we can identify9pq with a subspace of Hopq and apply the Friedrichs

construction. We denote the Friedrichs operator associated to Q by F.
((CI + I)ss, ), we see that F is a selfSince for 0, * e (CPcq(M),Q(0s,
9)
adjoint extensionof the Hermitianoperator (D] + I) Iap q(M). The smooth
elementsof (9Pq are described by the boundary conditiona(tY,dr)? = 0 on
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bM; the smooth elements of Dom (F) are characterized by a further firstorder boundary condition (the so-called "free boundary condition").
PROPOSITION 2.6.

in which case F0

If 0

Ge

9P

qq

then0 e Dom(F) if and only if 50 e

9P

?

(El + I)O.

-

F - I and let the harmonic space ;3P~q- 7(DF) be the
Let CJ
nullspace of the operator Ei]. In [7, p. 51], Kohn proved that the harmonic
space .CP q is a finite-dimensionalsubspace of (1P q(M) provided M satisfies
condition Z(q). As a consequence of his beautiful solution of the 8-Neumann
problem, Kohn proved the following:
THEOREM2.7. If M satisfies condition Z(q), then H(P
K'

(M)-JPJJ(M)

where

HPq(M)

-

-p~q(M)-t
JfP~(M)

-

HP F1
q(M)
p~q(M)-

')(M

{it'd
e~p~(
{9

0}

p
,2 M
Cfp'q(M): ~5

i

0}

q
{q e Hop n Don(a): 5h=
(HaP q+1 n Dom (5))

0}

On the other hand, the Dolbeault theorem asserts that HPq(M)
Hq(M,QP) where QP is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic (p, 0)-forms. The
relationship between these important groups and the preceding one is due
to Hormander [141.
THEOREM2.8. If Msatisfies condition Z(q) and Z(q + 1) then Hq(M, QP)
JJ{'p,q

Let Cpq {=

0 on bM}.

GQ
(Ppq(M): 5rAr

Since U(a, de) =

? A (),

we may also write
(Cpq

=

{ e (fP

a(a, di )4

q(I).

= 0 on bM}

Recall that the Hodge star operator *: (fP q(M) >PC(w-^--q(M) is defined
> where V is the volume form on M. It is
by the equation >rA *v =<,
riot hard to prove that **

duality of the space

(pq

*Q =*

(-1)p~q,

and (-:P,"and the spaces

PROPOSITION 2.9.
(p,q

epPq

-

*

(pn-pn-q

C (pqj-I

We may therefore form the cohomology

and eY
(pq

-*a*.

There is a

forma complex under a.
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cohomology,
In 1181,Kohn-Rossiintroducedthe zero-boundary-value

P,

{9

-paq(O)_

C0)P

e

-

Cp qP(M):

e

l(M):

0
O.y

=

l, l00,85|~

0}

1

?}

PROPOSITION 2.10.
HP

(C) -HP

q(O).

They also provedthe followingimportantKohn-Rossidualityon pseudoconvex manifolds.
PROPOSITION2.11. If M satisfies condition Z(q), HP"(M)
(M))*.
-(H
dual to Hf-P 7-q(C); in particular, HnPn-(0)

is naturally

Following Folland and Kohn [71,we now introducespace 9Jpqof forms
on bM accordingto the followingequivalent definitions:
( 1 ) cppq is the space of (smooth) sections of the vector bundle
T *bM on bM.

Ap qC T*MnSAP+qC

(2) 91pqis thespace of(p, q)-formsrestrictedto bM whichare pointwise
orthogonalto the ideal generatedby ar (i.e., to all formsof the typeor A 0).
( 3 ) (pjq is the space of restrictionsof elementsof 9)pqto bM.
( 1 ) says that (Ipq is the space of tangential(p, q)-formson bM. Using
the language of sheaves, there is another way to express pjA, which is
clearlyequivalent to (2).
(4 ) Let CfPq and (Pq denote the sheaves of germsof C'fpq and Cp,q on
respectively. Then there is a naturalinjection0 -__cp,q --_>CUP. The quotient
sheaf 'Ap =(fP q/1pq is a locally free sheaf supportedon bM, and Jp,q is its
space of sections.
In view of Proposition2.9, we have the followingcommutativediagram:

0
0

------

, pq+l

pq+1

,4cp,q

p,
i qA

-,q+l

, 6p,q

>

0
>0

where ab is the quotient map which is induced by a. Db may be explicitly
choose 2' G (TP q such that a' b,,
describedon sectionsas follows:if v e '
Then ab, is the projectionof lbMonto (APq It is easy to check that thisis
independent of the choice of a'.
Since 2 =, 0it follows that
0

-->

1
C . .,

0
0, so we have the boundary complex
.

(Note that 1pq- 0.)
Definition2.12. The cohomologyof the above boundary complex is
called Kohn-Rossicohomologyand is denotedby HP (%.
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We recall the followingtwo propositions.
PROPOSITION2.13. If

for any smoothextension
~'of
PROPOSITION

pqthen

~s

0 if and onlyif Kd*YcO-P

03.

2.14. If M satisfiesconditionsZ(q) and Z(n

q - 1) then
Itp~iclosed in
-

and the range of Ib 3~theCootopology. (Actuallythe range of the Hilbert space operatora, is also

HP

(

t)'s

finite-dimenslional,

closed.)
We remark that conditions Z(q) and Z(n - q - 1) mean together:
max(q + 1, n - q) eigenvalues of the Levi form have the same sign, or
there are min(q + 1, n - q) pairs of eigenvalues with oppositesigns.
3. Computation

of Kohn-Rossi's

ah-cohomologY

In this section,we will computeKohn-Rossi'sa,-cohomology
explicitly.
Let us firstadopt the followingconvention.
Definition3.1. Let X be a complexanalytic space of dimensionn with
xasits isolatedsingularity.Then bPq dimHq'Z~(XtQP), p ,::n and 1 ? q < n,
will be called the Brieskornnumbersof type (p, q) at the singularpointx.
It is well knownthat a stronglypseudoconvexmanifoldM is a modificationof a Stein space V withisolatedsingularities. Accordingto Kohn-Rossi,
it wouldbe of very muchinterestto compute cohomologyin this general
case.
&b

THEOREM3.2. Let M be a stronglypseudoconvexmanifoldM of dimension n which is a modificationof a Stein space V at the isolated hypersurface singularities x1,.. ,xm,. Then
(3.1)

dim HP~~3

o

1?<q:~n - 2
n-2
1?<q
n- 2
1?<q
1?<q <n -2,

p +q <n -1
p +q -n -1
Z~j+ z',
Z",p +q =n
Z~j+
p +q >n +1
o
wherez-iis thenumberof moduli of V at xi.

functioninC"+1.Suppose V= If O}
Remark 3.3. Let fbe a holomorphic
has an isolated singularityat the origin. Then the numberof moduliZ-of
V at 0 is given by the following:
-dim CQz.,z1,

z,1/(f ,

IL,
az

..

f)

3Zn
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. We first calculate bxP. Since bp;qis a local
invariant,we may assume that xi is the originof C7+'. Let f be a defining
functionof V in a neighborhoodof 0 in Cud'. Recall that on p. 91, (2.4) of
1341,we gave an explicitresolutionof QP as follows:
(3.2)
On- I

flQcn t)

Qcni t

II

Qcn

p

C

)Qc

I

+

1>QPn

Q

Qn

n,

EQcn+1

QcUn-+
@@ V

AII QCn

Qcn 41Qc

Q.I

>c

is exact at 0 in C-1-1where

o((a, /3) fa + df A /3,
6i(a, /3) (df A a, df A /3+ (-1)if a) ,

(a, 3) GQcn+(D Qcn+
(a, /3)e Qcn+i(DQjn+i7
-1
1?i~p

6P(a) = (df A a, (- 1)Pfa) ,

a

G Qcn+1

E = the natural quotientmap

are C-linear. By local duality
b

(3.3)

-dim H0)(V, QP)
- dim Ext$n+iq 0(QPsO,0Cn+1'o)

Dualizing (3.3) and abbreviatingQcn4- as

QP,we get

(3.4)
Hom
...

*

(QP,

Q?)
+Hom

Hom
(QP-it

Hom

l

(QP

& Qp--lt
Q0)

QP-t,

QO)

Hom (QP-1 & Qp-2 QO)

> Hom (QP-tG

Q0 Q0)
Homn(Q1ED

QP-j-1

Q)

-+

Hom(Q0, Q0) Q>0

where &' is the transposeof 6i, 0 ? i ? p. Beforewe can continuethe proof
of Theorem 3.2, we need some facts about the Koszul complexas well as
Serre's beautifultheoryof "algebriques locales multipicites". For the sake
of convenienceto the reader, we recall brieflywhat they are.
Let A be a commutative ring and M an A-module. Let xi, ** xr be
elements in A. We denote K (x1, ***, xr; M) to be the Koszul complex for
elements x1, *, Xr. If M = A, we simply denote K(x1, **, xr) for K(x1, ...
xr; A).

Definition3.4. Let A be a ring and M an A-module. A sequence
a1,a2, , ar of elementsof A is said to be M-regularif, foreach 1 ? i < r,
ai is not a zero divisoron M/(ajM + *** + ai-1M). When all ai belongto an
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ideal I we say al, *.., ar is an M-eregular sequence in I. If, moreover, there
is no b E I such that al, ., ar, b is M-regular, then a,, *, a, is said to be

a maximalM-regularsequence in I.

ofan M-regularsequencedepends
Remark 3.5. In general,thedefinition
on the order of elements. However, if A is a noetherianring, M a finite
A-moduleand I' rad(A), then the definitionof an M-regularsequence in I
is independentof the permutationof al, ., ar. Also, since A is noetherian,
every M-sequencein I can be extendedto a maximalM-sequencein I.
Let us now recall a theorem due to Auslander and Buchsbaum (cf.
Theorem1.7 of 131).
THEOREM 3.6. Let I be an ideal in A, a noetherian ring, and M a finite

A-module such that IM # M. Let xt,
xs be a maximal M-sequence in I,
and let J= (y, ***, yj) be an ideal contained in I, such that J + Ann(M)
contains Ik for some integer k > 0 where Ann(M) is the annihilator of M.
Then s + q = n where q is the largest integer, such that Hq(y,, *, yn; M)
0.
***,

In particular, let L = K(a1, *.., as) and let q be the largest integer such
that Hq(L) X 0. Let s be the numberof elementsin a maximal A-sequence
in (a,
, an). Then s + q = n.
Let A
1,0. Consider the Koszul complex of the elements (&f/&zo ..
-

afl/z",

(-1)Pf)

(3.5) 0

in A:

((n)

a'

In)
IA

n+2)

n+1

A

2

) _~A
~

l?1)

A

We claim that (3.4) is a complexwhichis isomorphicto a part of the Koszul
complexin (3.5).
For this, it sufficesto observe the followingmore general, well-known
statement. A Koszul complexis self-dualin the sense that, if all termsare
replaced by their duals and all arrows by their adjoints, then the new
complexis isomorphicto the originalone.
The Koszul complex for elements gl,
k, g in a ring A can be viewed
as

of
with a
follows: Identify an element (ai
...
A dx'p and with dxt, 1 < i < k, as an indeterminate.Let
aj,....i dx% A

is given by a - g A a.
A(
gdx The map dp:A
Using the identification(a, h3)e Qq3 Qq-l with a + /3A dz+jl in A q
one can see that the complex(3.2), after the arrow a is removed,is isomorphic to a part of the Koszul complexforaf/z,,,
, afaZn--1,
(_ 1)pf.
One can also see that a Koszul complexis self-dualin the followingway:
K a>dxl A ... A dxk where
Define(*): A
> A(kP) by the equation b A * a
<b,
-g

.
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Kb,a> = J

.

bi i ai ...i

The transposetdkpl of dkP,-, is simply(-l)P*dp*-', because
Kb,tdk-pl(*a)>

=

<dk pb, *a>
A **a
dk-p-,b
(

-

(

1)p(k-p)+(k-p-1)

(
-

bA a
b
A A a
bA g

P) dk-p-1

)P(k-

=(_1)PkP)g

A

a
b A **(g A a)

1)p(k-p)+(k-p-1)+(p+l)(k-p--1)

(-l)p<b, *(g A a)>
=(-l)P<b,

*dpa>.

By (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), it followsthat
(3.6)

b

if n + 1-q

and

Hence
(3.7)

p + 2,

>

n-1,

i.e., p + q

dimExt"J j0 (Q, 0, Cn-I

1, )

= dim ker 05r+1q/Im 'n-q
bp~ q = dim kerapFq-njm apAq-nd

= Hp-lq-ff af

af,

azo taZl

t

...,

I

af
azn

for n-q

t(- 1)Pf;A

> 1,

i.e.,

n-1

q

where Hi denotes the ith homologyof the Koszul complex of the elements
Since the number of elements in a maximal
aflazn, (-1)Pf).
(a2flao
A-sequencein (af/&zo, ...* afflaz/ (-1)Pf) is n 4- 1, then
(3.8)

af

HqQ(f

(-l)Pf;

for q > 1

= 0

A

by Theorem3.6. Hence
(3.9)

for p+q

bp~q-

n+2

and q!n-1n

.

and bPn-P+l.
It remainsto computebPn-P
(3.10)

dim ExtP+1 (Qlot cn-X
i)

b
-

dimHom(Q0 Q?)/Im,t

p

1

p> 1

= dim A/Im a,

=

dim Ho(

-

dimC[z0, zj, ..., zn] (f a L t *

af

>

**

,

,(-1)Pf;

A)
f)

p
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(3 .11)

O(QQ

dimExt

Ocn-F10,)

dim ker 6'/Im 4-i

for p > 2,

= dimkera//Im,a
=dimH1(,f

af1(-)Pf;A),

..

for

p>2

Now let us recall the followinginterestingtheoremof Serre. Suppose
Xr)
E is a moduleoffinitetypeover a Noetherianlocal ringA. Let q (x1
**x*,
be an ideal of definition;i.e., q containssomepowerof the maximalideal m.
of nfr/T!
eq(E, r-)is by definitionequal to the coefficient
Thenthe multiplicity
in the characteristicpolynomial1,(E/q"hE).(We denote lA(F) as the length
of an A-moduleF.) Serre 128]proved that
, xr: E))
(-1) lA(Hi(xl,
(3.12)
eq(E, V) =
where Hi(xl, *. . , xr; E) denotes the ith homologyof the Koszul complexof
the elements(x1,* , Xr).
Apply Serre's result in our case where E = A and q =(Df /&zo, **.*, I flazn
(-1)Pf). Now eq(A,n + 2) -0 since dimA -n + 1 < n + 2. By (3.8) and
(3.12), we have

f, *

,

dimH(-

(3.13)

I

,

(

az,

(af af
Dzo
aZ1

.

af (-A)Pf;A
azn

It followsfrom(3.10), (3.11) and (3.12) that

b-PffP+" = dimC[zo, z.,

(3.14)

zj

a/(ftf

'f f)

..

for p > 2 .

Considerthe followinglocal cohomologyexact sequence:
Hz'

P)

> Hn-2( V,
where Z

QP)

>H1V

> Hn-2(

QP)

{x1, **j,

Xm}.

H

(3.15)

V

-

Z,

>Hzn-2(V

>...

>H(-.QP)

> Hn-V(V, QP)

QP)

QP)

> Hn-'( V, QP)

By Cartan's Theorem B, we have

(V-Z,

H/+1(V,

QP)

j

QP)

for q >1

It followsthat from(3.6), (3.9), (3.10), (3.14) and (3.15) that

(3.16)

Hq(V

Z

QP)

0

p + q < n-2
p+q~n-1
+7m
+
+zm
p+q=n

+

Z'i+

0

p+q

1 < q < n-2
1?qan-2

n+1

Let r: M >V be the modificationof V at the points x1,

1<q
1?q
, Xm.

n-2
n-2.

Let A = U Ai,
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1 < i < m, where Ai = w-'(xi). Then (3.16) is equivalent to the following:
(3.17)

Hq(M

A,

-

QP)

f

=

0

*

7i+
7zi

+

+

A

zm

+zm

0

p + q < n--2

1< q < n-2

p + q = n-1

1 < q !En-2

p +q=n

1<q

p + q> n+

n-2

q < n-2.

1<

FollowingLaufer 1201,we consider the sheaf cohomologywith supportat
infinity.Let us recall brieflythe definition.Let {f O(E) be the sheaf of
vectorbundleE over M; thenHjo(M, 0(E))
germsofsectionsofa holomorphic
is by definitionthe cohomologyof the quotient complex C-(M, E ? A0',)/
C-(M, E? A0*). Here C"(M, E?& AO*) is the C"-Dolbeault complex,and
CC(M,E? A',*) the subcomplexof smoothcompactlysupportedE-valued
(0, q) forms. Take a 1-convexexhaustionfunctionq' on M such that q' > 0
<
Then
on M and (y) = 0 if and only if y e A. Put Mr = {y G M: (y) ?}.
by Laufer 1201,limH'(M - Mr QP)- H0(M, QP). On the other hand, by
r

Andreotti and Grauert (Theoreme 15 of 111),Ht(M
Hi(M

-

H7-1(M

Mr, QP) for i < n - 2 and

-

A, QP) is isomorphic to

-

A, QP) -> H7-'(M

-

Mr, QP) is

infective. By (3.17), we have
p + q< n

2

p+ q=
n
Zj + * +m
ZM p+q
0
p+q>n+1

1

0

(3.18)

Hoq(M QP)
,

J1

-

..+

1 < q < n- 2
1 < q < n-2

1<q
1<q

n-2
n-2.

Considerthe followingcommutativediagram:
0

CicP*

, (tP *(M)

, -P*

I (M
*M

I

E

? UP

-

It followsfromTheorem2.7, Theorem2.8 and the fivelemmathat
(3.19)

Hq((tP*)
IIU(
00

-

*,

q

? 1

We claim that the natural inclusion map i from CP* to CP * induces isomorphisms from Hq((Ip,*) to Hq((P,*) for 1 < q < n - 1. To see this, recall that
Hq((fP *) is Serre dual to H7-q(M, Q-P) by integration pairing. On the other
hand, Hq(eP,*) is Kohn-Rossi dual to H7-q(M, Qn-P) and hence to H -q(M9 Qn-p)
forq < n - 1, again by integrationpairing (cf. Proposition2.10 and 2.11).
Since i is compatible with these integrationpairings, our claim follows

easily. Now the followingcommutativediagram with exact rows
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o

C1'P*

-

o

>CP

CI)

, (*(M)
>C~'f(M)

0
0?

-SA*

gives
(3.20)

Hq(Q)P *) -H(C3P

for 1 < q < n-2

*)

by the fivelemma. Finally (3.1) followsfrom(3.20), (3.19) and (3.18).
As a corollaryto the proofof Theorem3.2, we have the following:
COROLLARY 3.7. Let M be a strongly pseudoconvex manifold M of
dimension n (n ? 3) which is a modification of a Stein space V at the
, Xm. Then
isolated singularities xl,
p,q+l
HP I~ - Ei=b,;b?l
dim
La
dmpwq('J.1)_

O} C Cn+1where ai are
+ z n
Example 3.8. Let V - {zao + zat +
positive integers. Let X =V nS2'+l where S2""' is a sphere centeredat
groupis given
the origin. Then the dimensionof Kohn-Rossi'sa,-cohomology
by the followingformula:
dim HP

q(.9)

0
J(ao

(a.

1)

(a,-)*

(an-l

)(a1-)

...(a.-1)
0

1<q

p+q<n+2
p

+

q

=n-

p+q

n-

p + q

n +1

1

<

n-2

q< n 2

1<q

n-2

1? q

n-2.

1. Brieskorn numbers and Serre duality for strongly
pseudoconvex manifolds

Duality theoremsforcompactcomplexmanifolds(such as Serre duality)
are well-known. Serre duality is still true for open manifolds but one has to
use cohomology with compact support. It is natural to ask for a duality
theorem for 1-convex manifolds without using cohomology with compact
support. A partial result was obtained in our previous paper 134]. In
Section 3 we introduced Brieskorn invariants for the singularities which

are obtained by blowing down the exceptionalset in the stronglypseudoconvex manifold. These numericalinvariantsfor the isolated singularities
turnout to be exactly the obstructionsforthe Serre duality to be true in
1-convexmanifolds.
THEOREM 4.1. Let M be a 1-convex manifold M of dimension n which

is a modification of a Stein space V at the isolated hypersurface singularities x1, *, Xm. Then

(a)
(b)

bP"= 0
b -'-

(c)

bP, '-P

i
= z-i

(d) b"'= 0

fo?
fo?

p + q < n-1,
P > 11

fo?

p > 2,
p + q > n + 2,

for
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q>1

1 < < m;
< < m;
< i < Mm;

q < n,

1< i < m.

(2)

q > 1, and n>3;
h "= h~tl-Pt--ql for p + q < n-2,
o? p + q > n + 2, q <n-1,
and n > 3;
nn-p
=
h?&-PP+ hn-pp-I)
+ hPI
(h
(b) (i) hPt-l--P - hp
and n > 4,
fo? 2 < p < n-2
Z
+ hn- -hn
: + ...+ Zm- sn
(ii) hl - -hl
for n>4
wherez-iis thenumbe?of moduli of V at xi, where
(a)

I

hPq =dim

Hq(M, QP) ,

and

-

= dim H?(M

Sln-l

-

A, Q?-1)/IH(M, Q-)

.

Proof. Statement (1) follows from(3.6), (3.9), (3.10) and (3.14). Now
by Laufer 1201,we have the followingexact sequence:
0 ->

HC0(M, QP)

> H?(M,

QP)

H?(M,

QP)

H

H
Th(MgQP)

H
H'(M,
QP)
oH"-,(M, QP)

> H'(M,
P

QP)

-

Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we know that the following
sequence is exact:
0 ->

HCH(M,QP)
H'(M, QP)
> Hn-1(M QP)

H?(M,

QP)

-

H?(M

-

A, QP)

A,

-H,(M, QP)

H, <(M,

H'(M
QP)
-...->
> H"-1(M - A, QP).
-

Recall that in Theorem2.7 of L34I,we proved H?( V, QP)

QP)

H?(V - Z, QP)is

surjective for p < n - 2 where Z = {x,,
, xm} and hence a: H?(M, QP)
H?(M - A, QP) is surjective for p < n - 2. The map H1-l(M, QP)-->
Hn-(M, QP)is surjectiveas the Serre dual ofthe injectivemap H'(M, Qn-P)
H'(M, Q-P) for n - p ? n - 2. From these and from (3.17) together with

Serre duality,we obtain the statement(2) (a) in the theorem. By (3.17),
we also have the exact sequence
0

-

HC '(M,

H-P(M,

->HnP1(M>

QP)
QP)

QP)

H--P(M

H>MQP)
Hn-P(M,

QP)

HnP+l(M

- A, QP)

> Hn-P(M - A, QP)

QP)

0

for 2 < p < n - 2.

From this and from(3.17) togetherwith Serre duality,we obtain
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p
n(h-pi_
II

p, p
hum

n-

- , + hn~s

for 2 < p < n-2

.

Finally from(3.17), we have the exact sequence

0

HO(M,Qn-')

-

>

H'(M-

H(M

-1

A, Q'n-)

-A
H2(M,

Q'n-)
Qn-1)

-

H'(M,

Qn-l)

) H2(M, Qn- ) -

H'(M,

Qn-l)

O

for n>4.
Statement (2) (b) (ii) follows from the above exact sequence and Serre
duality.
Remark 4.2. After this paper was completed,A. Fujiki informedus
that he had proved independentlyparts of Theorem4.1, namely (1) (a), (1)
(d), (2) (a) and (2) (b) (i). J. Wahl informedus that they also proved (1) (a),
(2) (a) and (2) (b) (i) in an algebraic category. His proof of (2) (b) (i) also
dependson our previous result,TheoremA of 1341.
5. The complex Plateau problem

In 1171,Kohn firstconsideredthe a, complexintrinsicallyon a compact
manifoldof real dimension2n - 1 which satisfies the maximal complex
from
condition. Unfortunately,his definitionof the ab complexis different
Kohn-Rossi'sab complexwhichwe consideredin Section2. FollowingTanaka
1321,we reformulatethe 3b complex in a way independentof the interior
manifoldM.
Definition5.1. Let X be a compact, orientable, real manifold of
dimension2n - 1. A paratiallycomplexstructureon X is an (n - 1)-dimensional subbundleS of CTX such that

(1) s nl{O};

( 2 ) If L, L' are local sectionsof S, then so is [L, L'].
In particular,if X bM where M is a complex manifold,then S(1, oCTM) n(CTX) definesa partiallycomplexstructureon X.
Let X be a partiallycomplexmanifoldwith structureS for a complex
valued Co functionu definedon X. We defined"u e F(S*) by
(d"u)(L) = Lu , L e S, .
The differentialoperator d" is called the (tangential) Cauchy-Riemann
operator,and a solution u of the equation d"u - 0 is called a holomorphic
function.
Definition5.2. A complexvectorbundleE overX is said to be holomorphic if thereis a differential
operator
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satisfyingthe followingconditions:
(a) L,(f u) = LJf u + f L1u,
(b) IL, Llu = LLu - L2Lu
where u e r(E), f is a complex valued functionon X, L,, Lo e r(S) and we
(Thu)(Z), Z e F(S). The operator , is called the Cauchy-Riemann
put Zu
operator,and a solution u of the equation D,.u= 0 is called a holomorphic
cross section. It is clear that the trivialvectorbundleX x C is holomorphic
with respectto the operatord" definedabove.
Remark 5.3. In the case where X is a complexmanifold,our definition
of a holomorphicvector bundle is equivalent to the usual one in termsof
holomorphictransitionfunctions. We can see this fact,forexample,by use
of Newlander-Nirenberg'stheorem.
We now show that the vector bundle T(X): CT(X)/S is a holomorphic
vectorbundle with respectto the operatora = aT , definedas follows: Let
wtbe the projection:CT(X)
T(X). Take any u e F(T(X)) and express it
as u = w(Z), Z e F(C T(X)). For any L E (S), definea cross section(au) (L)
of T(X) by
(0u)(L) = W(OL,Z j)
Then we see easily that (au)(L) does not depend on the choiceof Z and that
au gives a cross sectionof T(X) ? S*. Furthermorewe can show that the
operator u X Au satisfies (a) and (b) of Definition5.2, using the Jacobi
identityin the Lie algebra I(CT(X)). The holomorphicvector bundle T(X),
thus defined,will be called the holomorphictangentbundle of X.
Remark 5.4. Considerthe case where X is a real hypersurfacein a
complex manifoldM. First we note that T(M) may be regarded as the
holomorphicvectorbundle S, of tangent vectors of type (1, 0) to M. Let
E be the restrictionof T(M) to X. Then the natural map: C T(X) >C T(M)
induces a injective homomorphismof T(X) to E as homomorphicvector
bundles. (Recall that a bundle homomorphismA: E ->F between two
u E r(E)
holomorphicbundles is called holomorphicif L(9(u)) =(L(u)),
L e S.)
Let E be a holomorphicvector bundle over X. We put
C '(X, E)
(-(X, E)

and definedifferential
operators

EgA

qS*,

(Cq(X, E))
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I,1 t-(X,
E)

a": C"(X, E)
by
,

(aq9)(L1,

Lp+1) =

(-1)i-FLjP(L1,

I

E

Cq(X, E) and L1,

,L

e F(S).

,,

LP+i)

Lil Li,

+ Li,sj(-lyi-Fi(POLi,

for all 9

,

L,

Li,.

Lp+)

Just as in the case of exterior

differentiation
d, we can show that Aq
uagives an elementof >'(X, E) and
' 5q = 0. Thus the collection{Cq(X,E), 5q} gives a complexand we
that 5qJ+1
denote by Hq(X, E) the cohomologygroups of this complex.
Let {UTN(X),d} be the de Rham complexof X with complex coefficients,
and Hk(X) the cohomologygroupsof thiscomplex,the de Rham cohomology
groups. If we put Ak(X) = Ak(CT(X))*, we have (C(k(X) = F(Ak(X)). For any

integersp and Ik,we denoteby FP(Ak(X)) the subbundleof Ak(X) consisting
of all qpe Ak(X) which satisfythe equality:
w( Y1,

, Yp,,

, Zk-pal)

Z1

e CT(X)X and Z1,

forall Y1, ,*
Y*,
Then we have

FP(Ak(X))

F k(Ak(X))

,

I

Zk-p-

= 0

Sx,

x being the originof p.

D FP-l(Ak(X))

q
FP (Aq(X))

Ak(X),

0

we easily find that
Furthermore putting FP(Cik(X))
F(FP(Ak(X)),
dFP(Cfk(X)) c FP(Cek+?(X)). Thus the collection{FP((fk(X))} gives a filtration

of the de Rham complex. Let {E1pq(X)} denote the spectral sequence
associated with this filtration.
The groups ElPq(X) are of particularimportance;they will be denoted
by HP q(X). We define
Cfpq(X) = IF(Ap q(X)),

Ap q(X): = FP(AP+q(X)),
CP,q(X):

,

= AP,q(X)IAP+I~q-,(X)

Cp~q(X) = rF(Cp q(X))

Then the groups HP q(X) are the cohomologygroups of the complex
{eP q(X), d"}, where the operator d":
from the operator d: CjPpq(X)

Now EP
(Ycp)(u,

where
and

~.,

(p

q(X)

->tpq-,- (X) is naturally

induced

CfPq+I(X).
(

AP(T(X))* is a holomorphicvectorbundle by the rule:
Up) = Y(cp(u, **, up)) +
L.-l)it(Yui,

9 EF(EP), u1,

ul,

u
Up F(iT(X)), Y e S

Yu= ..naf YA YU,

a^z..1..f

U), *

UP,

,

Up)
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PROPOSITION5.5 (Tanaka). CGq(X) may be identifiedwith C0(X, E,) in
a natural manner and we have
dot = (-I )a~p , TpCP,(X).

Proof. Definea map cl:AP,"(X) GC(X, EP) by
gi
Ze)
WYP); Z1P S Zq) 9p Y1f Y YP ZP
(CP}(J?Y1)9- tax
e
is
g'
e A "q(XX, Yl, *. *, Y, e CT(X) and Z1, *-, Zq So. (It clear that
for all
elis well defined.) Then we have the exact sequence of vector bundles:
0-

PAAP+'-(X)-,

A','(X)

-P--

C(X, Eq) -

0

whenceCP.e(X)_C(X, EK). Furthermorewe can easily verifythe equalities:
9.gg~p

=

(-ly)Pecdq

1)'dt'eq'

p e Ut"'(X) ,

provingthe proposition.
Remark 5.6. Consider the case when X = bM where M is a complex
manifold. Let IC'P,,d") be the complex in the sheaf category,associated
with the complex {CP.e(X), d"}. Then it is easy to see that the complex
d4 introducedby Kohn5j
QPqI d") coincideswiththe boundarycomplex{
Rossi(cf. 1181,p. 465). As a consequence,HP. (X) is isomorphicto HI'I^(,).
Definition5.7. Let L,, **- L.-, be the local basis for a section of S
over U c X so that L,, . ., Lj 1 is a local basis for sections of S. Since
S 03 has complex codimensionone in CTX, we may choose a local section
L1, *--, L,,_ N span CTX. We may
N of CTX such that L,, ..., L%,,_,
assumethat N is purelyimaginary. Then the matrix(ca1)definedby
[Li, Li] = Eak

Lk +

Lb" Lk + cfjN,
is Hermitian,and is called the Levi form.
The Levi form is non-invariant;however its essential features are
invariant.

5.8. The numberof non-zeroeigenvaluesand theabsolute
PROPOSITION
the
value of
signature of (cii) at each point are independentof thechoice of
L1,P*, L,_1,N.
Definition5.9. In view of Proposition5.8, it makes sense to require
thatthe Levi formhave max(q + 1, n - q) eigenvalues of the same sign or
min(q + 1, n - q) pairs of eigenvalues with opposite signs at each point.
If this is true, we say that X satisfiesconditionY(q).
Remark 5.10. If X = bM, then the new and old Levi formscoincideup
to sign and normalization,and X satisfiesconditionY(q) if and only if M
satisfiesconditions Z(q) and Z(n - q - 1).
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LEMMA 5.11 (The invariance of the Levi form). Let f: Q --+Q' be a
holomorphicmap betweencomplexmanifolds so that fir (where X is a
partially complexmanifold in Q) is an embedding. Then the numberof
positive (or negative)eigenvaluesof theLevi formof X at x is equal to the
numberof positive(or negative)eigenvaluesof theLevi formoff(X) at f(x).

Recall that any Stein manifoldcan be embeddedin CN for N large. By
using the maximumprinciple,it is easy to see that in order to prove
TheoremA in Section 1, it sufficesto prove the following.
THEOREM5.12. Let XC:

be a compact,orientable,real manifoldof
dimension 2n 1, n > 2, with partially complexstructure. Suppose the
Levi formof X is notidenticallyzeroat everypoint of x. Then thereexists
a complexanalytic subvarietyV of dimension n in C' - X such that the
boundaryof V is X.
CN

-

Sketchof theProof. We firstextend X to a strip of a variety. For
x e X, consider a linear projectionfromCG onto any complexlinear space
H. of complexdimensionn such that the restrictionof the projectionto a
neighborhoodB(X; x, s) in X gives an embedding. For instance, we can
project along a complexlinear space, of complexdimensionN - n, which
is a direct summandof the real tangentspace T of X at x.
Let Y, be the hypersurfacewhichrepresentsthe image of the projection restrictedto B(X; x, s) in H,. Then B(X; x, s) representsthe graph of
a smooth function f: Y' -__C'r-, since the graph of f is maximally complex

if and only if dbf
0 by a theoremof Bochner(cf. [41or Theorem5.1 of
[12]). (Here ahis relative to Y. in H. = C".) If s is small enough, we can
ace
assume B(X; x, s) is connected.Hence Y, is a smoothconnectedhypersurf
in B(C"; y, s), an s-ball in C". Let UYdenote B(CL; y, s) - Y,. Then U1 has
two componentsUs and U;. Here we denote U,1to be the componentsuch
that the usual Levi formof Y, with respectto it has the same numberof
positiveeigenvalues and the same numberof negative eigenvalues as the
Levi forminducedon Y, fromX by the projection7r:C '-> C". Suppose the
Levi formhas at least one positive(respectively,one negative) eigenvalue.
Then there exists 0 <Kel< s and a unique smoothfunctionF-1-(respectively
F-) on U., n B(C"; y, El) (respectivelyon U; n B(C"; y, e,)) such that
F+ e

O(wUn B(C"; y, sD) and F-/YZ. nB(C"; y, es) = f

and respectively,
F- e

O(U,;n B(C"; y, ,s))

and

F-/Yr n B(C"; y,s,) = f

by the Lewy theorem(cf. Theorem2.6.13, pp. 51-52, 1151).
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We denote by W: the graph ofFe over Un n B(C"; y, 3),whenever Wi?
exists; We claim that these W., x e X patch togetherto give a strip of a
variety. Since the restrictionof almostall linear projectionswill give local
embedding,by a compactnessargument,for s > 0 small enough, we may
nAW2 ? 0, there exists a linear projecassumethat for any xl,x2e X, W,1
tionir:C`'v C- such that both W,,and W,2representgraphsof holomorphic
functions.If the projectionsof W,1and W,2are on the same side of Y in
C%,thenone sees easily that theypatchtogetherto give a stripofa variety
sides of Y in C1,
W. If the projectionsof W,,and W,2are on the different
thenthe followingCauchy theoremtells us that W., and W,,stillcan patch
togetherto give a strip of a variety.
CAUCHYTHEOREM.Let f be a continuousfunctionon an open set U in
C'snSuppose f is holomorphicoutside a smoothreal hypersurface. Then f
is holomorphicon U.
Proof. By the Osgood lemma (cf. Theorem I.A. 2 of [91),it sufficesto
provethetheoremforn = 1. In this case, the standardproofforthe Cauchy
theoremfor one variable works; that is, by using the continuityof f on U,
onecan prove easily that the line integralof f over any closed loop is zero.
Q.E.D.
In orderto finishthe proofof Theorem5.12 we still need to extend the
stripof the variety W. At this point,we have to apply the deep theorem
ofRothsteinand Sperling. Theirresult (TheoremI, p. 547 of [271)provides
us a normalvariety V' over CNsuch that Theorem5.12 is true. The image
V of V' in CU is the variety we want. One should be a little bit careful
here. When we project V' back to CN,we may get an extra componentof
a varietycomingfromthe interiorof V'. This extra componentmay intersect the original strip of the variety in a complex codimensionone subvariety,hencereal codimensionone in X, whichis of (2n - 1)-measurezero.
Thereforewe cannothope to have boundaryregularityat every point,but
insteadwe onlyget boundaryregularityoutside a set of (2n - 1)-measure
zero.
Remark5.13. The last part of the proof of Theorem5.12 is moreor
lesswell-known.It has been discussed in a series of papers by Rothstein
[23],[24],[25] and [26]. Rothsteinand Sperling[27], and Sperling[31]. For
thesake of convenienceto the readers, we discuss the theory of extension
ofa stripof varietyin Section 6.
Definition5.14. Let X be an orientablereal manifoldof odd dimension
witha partially complex structure. Then X is stronglypseudoconvexif
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the hermitianmatrix (cj) obtained in Definition5.7 is always nonsingular
and its eigenvalues are of the same sign.
THEOREM 5.14. Let X be a compact, orientable, real manifold of dimension 2n -1, n > 3, with partially complex structure in a Stein manifold
W of dimension n + 1. Suppose that X is strongly pseudoconvex. Then X
is a boundary of a complex submanifold V c W -X if and only if KohnRossi's A,-cohomologygroups HP q(91)are zero for 1 < q < n - 2.

Proof. This is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.2, Theorem 5.12, a
result of Rossi 122],and the fact that the numberof local moduliforisolated
hypersurfacesingularityis never zero.
6. Extension of an analytic surface-piece

In a series of papers 1231,[241,[251,[261,1271and 1311,Rothsteinand
Sperling have developed a beautiful theory of extension of an analytic
surface-piece. The basic theoremwhichmakesthis theoryworkbeautifully
is the so-called"local extensiontheorem"of Rothstein1261(cf. Theorem6.7).
Here we follow Siu's proof of Rothstein's theorem(cf. [29]). The proof
uses projections,special analytic polyhedra,analytic covers, elementary
symmetricpolynomialsand the extension of holomorphicfunctions. The
general theoremconcerningthe continuationof analytic surfacesover Cn
(which are, roughly speaking, spaces whose points are prime germs of
analyticsets in Cn)was firstprovedby Sperlingin his Marburgdissertation
1311. The proofuses the "local extensiontheorem"and Hartogs-typearguments. There are manyfurtherconsequencesdue to Rothstein[231. Lemma
6.17 is a function-theoretic
result. Lemmas 6.19, 6.22 and 6.23 are preparations for Hartogs-typearguments. Here we shall follow Rothstein and
Sperling's treatment[27]. For further consequences of continuationof
analytic spaces, we referthe readers to [23], [24], [25], [26], [271and [31].
6.1. Suppose G is an open subset of CA, K is a compact subset
of G, D is an open subset of Cr, and E is a closed subset of D x G. Suppose
one of the following two conditions (i), (ii) is satisfied:
(i) There exist holomorphic functions fi on D x G (i e I) such that
E= {xeD x G: If,(x)I < lfor all ieI}.
(ii) There exist holomorphic functions gj on D x G (j e J) such that
=
E
{x e D x G: Re gj(x) = O for all j e J}.
LEMMA

Then the following conclusions hold:
(a) If A is a subvariety in (D x G)
dim A < n.

-

E such that A c D x K, then
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(b) If Al is a subvariety in (D x G)
dimension > n + 1 (i
1, 2), such that

A, n (D x (G -K))=
then A,

-

E whose every branch has

A,o (D x (G

-

K))

A_.

Proof. Condition(i) followsfromcondition(ii) by setting
Ifi E I} = legi, e Hi jf,,

so we can assume that we have condition (i).
(a) By considering the subvariety A n ({t} x G) of ({t} x G)

-

E for

every t e D, we can reduce the general case to the special case n = 0.
Suppose dimA > n = 0. We are going to derive a contradiction.We
can assume that A is irreducible. Take x e A. Then Ifi(x) > 1 for some
f on A is assumed at some pointof A; it equals the sup
i e I. The sup of Ifi
of If,I on the compactset,
A no{f, > Ifw 1I

By the maximummodulus principle,f, = f,(x) on A. It follows that A is
compact,contradictingdimA > 0.
(b) Let A' be a branch of A. By (a), A, n (D x (G - K)) # 0. Hence
a nonemptyopen subset of A' is contained in A2. It follows that A' C A,.
Likewise every branchA' of A, is containedin Al. ConsequentlyAl A2.
Q.E.D.
We introducethefollowingnotations:For a e RN, we denoteby al, ... ,
the coordinatesof a. For a, b e RX we say that a < b (respectivelya ? b) if
al < b, for 1 ? i < N (respectivelyai < bifor 1 < i < N). For O < b in R',
denote by A-`(b) the polydisc
{(z1, *. , z)eC":

zij < bi for 1I<

< N} .

For 0 < a < b denote by G'(a, b) the set
*(z

* , zV)E A'(b): zi > al

= a, = r and b,instead of 5'(a), G''(a, b). When N=
also A"(1) is simply denoted by A.
When a,-

for some 1 < i < N} .

= b, = s, we write AN(s), GN'(r,s)
1, AN(s) is simplydenoted by a(s);

THEOREM 6.2. Suppose D is a connected open subset of Cn.

Suppose

0 < a < b in R' and V is a subvariety of D x GN(a, b) whose every branch
has dimension >n + 1. Suppose A is a thick set in D such that, for every
t e A, V n ({t} x G-(a, b)) can be extended to a subvariety in {t} x AN(b). Then
V can be extended uniquely to a subvariety V in D X AN(b) such that every
branch of V has dimension >n + 1.
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(Recall that a subset A of an open subset D of C' is called a thinset if
A c U. 1A,and A, is a subvarietyof codimension?1 in some open subset
of D. A subset of D is called thickif it is not thin.)
Proof. The uniquenessof V followsfromLemma 6.1 (b).
To prove the existence of V, we introduce the followingnotations:
Suppose E is a subset of CGx C', H is a subset of Cn,and 0 < c < d in R'.
{t}, we write E(t) instead of E({t}).
E(H) denotesE n (H x C'). When H
x
and El,,,) denote respectively E n (C7 x Gc( , d)), E n (cam
E(.,d),
El,dI,
G'(c, d)), and E n (Ce x (Gn(c, d) n 5'(d))).
Let A' be the set of all t e A such that, for every open neighborhood
U of t in D, U n A is thick. It is clear that A' is thick.
(a) We make the followingadditionalassumptions:
V is of pure dimensiond,
dim V(t) < d- n for tE A'.
We are going to prove that for every t E A' there exists an open neighborhood W of t in D such that V(W) can be extended to a subvariety in
W x &`(b). For t e A', let V(t)- be the pure-dimensionalsubvariety in
{t} x A'(b) which extends V(t). Fix t0E A'. Take a < a' <b' < b in RX. If
V(tO)= 0, then (W x C-A)n Vra',h'V = 0 for some open neighborhoodW of
t in D, and, by Lemma 6.1 (a), W n V(ab = 0, which impliesthat V(W)
is a subvariety of W x 5'(b). Hence we can assume that V(tO)has pure
dimensiond - n. By the theorem on the existence of special analytic
polyhedra(see the appendix of Chapter 2 of [291)there exist holomorphic
d- n) and an open neighbor, fkon Cn x zA)(b)(where k
functionsf,
hood U of {t0}X A'a') in D x AA(b') such that
U

V(t0) ca'Q

n V(to)-n F--l(Ak)
f,

U n V(to)-

Ak. There exists a relatively
compactopen neighborhoodB of {to}x &-(a') in U with
where F: C7' x C'

> Ck

B

is defined by

.,

U rn
n F-l(Ak)
V(to)-

n V(t)y

Choose 0 < a < 1 such that
V(tr)n, a'l C

U

n V(to)-n F

-(k(a))

.

Take a < / < 1. There exists an openneighborhoodW' of t0in D such that
(i) WI' x A (a') c B;
c F-1 (Ak (a));
(ii) v n (w' x D(AAv(aP)))
(iii) Un

V [a', b)

F(2jk(,j)

The map q' fromX:

is disjoint from (DB)(W').

V n B(WI)(a',

b)

n F-'(Gk(a,

/3)) to W' x Gk(a, /3)
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, t,, -f,
-, fk) (where t,, *, to are the coordinates of Cn)
is proper,because, if K is a compactsubset of W' and ca<a' < 3' < ,3,then
the inverse image of K x Gk(a', ,3') under q is

defined by (t,

Bn
whichis compact. For t e

n F-j(Gk(a, ,3)),
nA' the map At from

Vha',bI](K)

w

nF
V(t)*: = B n V(t)- -1(A0v(,/))
to {t} x Sk(^)
is proper, because, if 0 < /3'< /3,then the inverse image of
{t} x Ak(/3') underAt is
B q V(t)-n F-'(Sk(/3')),
whichis compact.
Now let us recall the followinglemmawhichcan be foundin 1291.
LEMMA 6.3. Suppose Q is a Stein open subset of CO and qA:Q Ck is
a holomorphic map. Suppose U is a connected open subset of Ck, Q' is an
open subset of Q, and X is a subvariety in Q' such that 9/X makes X an
analytic cover over U. Suppose U is a connected open subset of Ck containing
U.
(A) If Xi* is a subvariety in an open neighborhood Q* of Q' in Q such
that Xi* n Q' =X and cp/Xi*makes Xi* an analytic cover over U (i = 1, 2),
then Xl* = X28.
(B) Suppose one of the following three conditions (a), (b) and (c) is
satisfied.
(a) (i) Thereexists K c Q such that Kn --'(CU)> U, induced by q', is
proper;

(i)X c- K n Tw-1);

(iii) Every holomorphic function on U which is locally bounded on
U can be extended to a holomorphic function on U.
(b) Every holomorphic function on U can be extended to a holomorphic

functionon U.

(c) (i) There exist a connected open subset D of Ck-l and 0 < a < h3such
that U = D x (A(/3) - A(a)) and U = D x A(^3).
(ii) There exists a thick set A in D satisfying the following property: for t e A, Xt: X qn(-({t} x C) can be extendedto a
subvariety Xt in some open neighborhood Qt of Q' in Q such that
qI X, makes Xt an analytic cover over {t} x A(/3).

Then X can be extended to a subvariety X in Q
makes X an analytic cover over U.

n q-1( U) such that q' X

By Lemma 6.3 (B) (b) (c) applied to the analyticcover
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W' x Gk(a, a)

X can be extendedto a subvarietyX in
(WI x AN(b')) n F-1(k(13))

such that the map
"I

definedby (t,
, f1,
By Lemma 6.3 (A), X(t')

X

)

Wf

X

Ak(a3)

, fk)makesX an analyticcoverover W' x
V(t')r. Hence

Ak(/3).

X(t')[Oa'] C: F-I(Ak(a))

Take a < h3*< h3. There exists an open neighborhoodW" of toin W such
that
.
X( W")[o a'] n F-1(Ak(3*)) c F-l(Ak(a))
(t)
Since X o F-(Ak(B*)) is disjointfrom(aI)(t'), thereexists an openneighborhood W of t0in W" such that

(tt)

X n F-1(, (/*)) is disjoint from (DB)(W) .
Let V' be the unionof

and

x n B(w) n F-1(Ak(,6*))
v n B(W)(a',b)

n F-'(Ck-

k(a))

As the union of two locally closed subvarieties in B(W), V' is a local
subvarietyin B(W). Take a < ' < Ad'< hi*. Since X is the intersection
of X and
B(WV)(a',b')

nF

l(Gk(a,

/3))

it followsfrom(ii) and (t) that V' is the unionof

x n B(w) n F-1(5()
and

vn

B(W)[a'b)

n F-j(Ck -_

k(a'))

whichare both closed subsets of B(W). Hence V' is a subvarietyof B(W).
Let
V* = V' u ((V - B)(W))
We claimthat V* is a subvarietyof Wx A-(b). Take x e (DB)( W) arbitrarily.
Because of (i), (iii) and (tt), we can choose an open neighborhoodQ of x in
U whichis disjointfromW x A'(a'),

u nV[a',b)
and X n F1(5k(,*)).

F-0
n

(

Then Q n v* = Q n v. It followsthat V* is a sub-
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variety of W x AN(b). The claim is proved.

Since

V',bl

- V(W)(b'b),

by

Hence we have proved that for every t E A'
Lemma 6.1 (b), VI*b) -V(W).
there exists an open neighborhoodW of t in D such that V(W) can be
extended to a subvariety in W x AN(b).

(b) Let D' be the largest open subset of D such that V(D') can be
extendedto a subvarietyin D' x AN(b). It followsfrom(a) that, underthe
followingadditionalassumptions:

I

d,
V is ofpuredimension

dim V(t) < d-n

for teD,

D' is a nonemptyclosed subset of D. Hence D' = D.
(c) Let wu:V-* D be induced by the natural projection D x G`(a, b) -D.

Let S be the closureof the set of pointsof V where the rank of wcis <n.
Take a < a' <b' < b. Then WU(S[a',b']) is a closed thin set in D. Let D'
D - WU(S[a',b']).
Let V = Ui VI') be the decompositionof V into pure-dimensional
components.Let C be the set of all t E D such that, for some i # j, some
nonemptyopen subset of Vt')(t) is containedin V'j'. Then C is thin in D.
This is a consequenceof the followingproposition(appendix of Chapter 2
of [291):
PROPOSITION6.4. Suppose D is an open subset of Ck, G is an open subset
of Cl, and V, W are subvarieties of D x G such that V is irreducible.
Suppose A is a thick set in D and for every t e A some nonempty open subset

of V n ({t} x G) is containedin W. Then V c W.

C, V'(t) can be extended to a subvariety of {t} x `'(b) for
i e I. By applying (b) to the subvariety V (D')(a',b) of D' x G'(a', b') and
can be
- C in D', we concludethat V'(D')(a',b'
to the thickset A - W(S[a',])
extendedto a subvarietyin D' x A-'(b')fori E I. By Lemma 6.1 (b), VI'(D')
can be extendedto a subvarietyin D' x &-`(b) for i E I.
For t e A

-

Let L be an arbitraryrelativelycompactopensubset of D. Then there
exists an N-dimensionalplane T in Cn x C' such that forsome nonempty
open subset Q of D' and for some open neighborhoodR of L in D we have
(i) (Q + T) n(cn x A(b)) Q D' x &-`(b),
(ii) L x &-'(b) c (R + T) n(Cn x A\(b)) c D x &`(b),
(iii) dim(x + T) n V( < dim V'i - n forx e VI'i and i e I, where
{x + y:xeQ, ye T},
x + T = {x + y: y e T} .

Q+ T

This followsfromthe next lemmawhichcan be foundin 1291.
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LEMMA 6.5. Suppose A is a subvarietyof dimension <k in an open
subset Q of Cn and 1 ? I < k. Let G. l(Cn) be the Grassmannian of all
(n - 1)-dimensionalplanes in C- passing through0. Let R be theset of all
Then R
+ 1 for somexA.
TeGn 1(Cn) such that dimA n (x + T) > k-I
is thin in G.1 (Cn).

By (b) there exists a subvariety V") in
(R + T) n (cn x AN(b))

such that
n (R + T)

n (Cn x GN'(a,b)) = v 0i'n (R + T) n (Cn x GN(a, b))

(i E I) .

n (L

x AN'(b))is a subvariety in L x A-'(b) extending V ')(L) for i E I.
Since L is a subvarietyof a relativelycompactopen subset of D, V can be
Q.E.D.
extendedto a subvarietyin D x A&(b).
COROLLARY6.6. Suppose 0 < a < b in RN, D is a connected open subset

of Cn, D' is a nonemptyopen subset of D, and V is a subvariety in
(D x GN(a, b)) U (D' x AN(b)) whose every branch has dimension >n + 1.
Then V can be extendeduniquely to a subvarietyin D x AN(b) whoseevery
branchhas dimension ? n + 1.
We shall employthe followingnotationin the remainderof our discussion. Let
97

=(i

+

2

ZZ-

;

r>
i

0;

a

1,

* S**

s

and Vf flX1(9. K 0); A =D(; 'F= U (qp > 0). Furtherlet p be a pointof
'k and U be a neighborhoodof p.
The followingtwo theoremson the local extensionof analyticsets which
we are going to use are slight variationof Lemma 6.1 and Theorem6.2 (cf.
[261,page 125, Theorem2 and TheoremD).
THEOREM6.7. Let M be a pure k-dimensionalanalytic subsetin U n 9(

and k > s + 1. Then M admits unique extensionacross p. That is there
exist arbitrarily small neighborhoodsV of p and a pure k-dimensional
analytic set M, in V with thefollowingproperties:

(l)

mv n9= mn V.

(2) The germs(Mv)pare all thesame.
( 3 ) Mv is theunion of finitelymany componentswhichall contain p.
(4) Mvn09 has onlyfinitelymany components.
0;
( 5 ) If m representsa primegermofMvat a pointq e ?R,thenm 0 # o
hencemMn vn qt.
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In addition: every holomorphic (meromorphic) function on the normalization of M has unique extension to the normalization of M,.

The uniquenessof the extensionfollowsdirectlyfromthe next theorem.
THEOREM

6.8. Let M1, M, be a pure k-dimensional analytic set in U and

k ? s. Suppose M, n Set= m,n Se. Then thegermsof M1,and M2 are equal
V of p: M1 v vi :#0, M2 v Vnato 0.
at p. Further,for each neighborhood
An importantconsequenceof Theorem6.7 is the followingtheorem.
THEOREM 6.9. Let M be an analytic and pure k-dimensional set in U
with k > s + 1. Further let M be irreducible at p. Then there are arbitrary

small neighborhoodsV at p so that M

v n 9fis also irreducible.

v n vt
v
Proof. Because of (4) of Theorem6.7, we can assume that M
has onlyfinitelymanycomponents. Then V can also be chosenso that each
of these componentshas p as boundarypoint. Let Ml and M2be such components. Each of themis an analyticset in V n VIand by Theorem6.7 has
a uniquely determinedextensionat p whichis containedin M. The germs
generatedby the extensionat p must coincidewith germsof M since M is
irreducibleat p. Then M, and M2must be equal.
Following Rothstein,by an analytic surface-piece(or surface) F of
dimensionk over Cn, we mean F is a normalizationof a local analyticset
in Cn. We shall use the followingconvention. By a real analytic point set
R, we mean a closed set with the property:each pointhas a neighborhood
U, so that U n R is describedby finitelymanyreal analytic equations and
inequalities. In this case theneach pointp of R has an arbitrarysmall open
connectedneighborhoodU so that 1) U n R is path-connectedand U n R
u n R. Here we use M for the closureof M. 2) U - R has finitelymany
connectedcomponents.Each of themhas p as a boundarypoint.
Connectednessalways means path-connectednessunless otherwise
specified.
We now prove the followingextension theoremof analytic surface
pieces whichwill play a fundamentalrole in the sequel.
Let F be an analytic surface-pieceover Cn. Then j: F-- Cn is an
embeddingwhichassociates at each p E F its coordinatesin C".
THEOREM 6.10. Assumptions: (1) F, F' are subspaces of a k-dimensional
analytic surface F over C"; k > s + 1.
( 2 ) F' C F.

(3)
(4)

{F'0n9iR}D{F'0,2}.
aFn IcF'.
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= 0

( 6) If p,. is a sequenceof points of F withouta limiting point in

F U F', thenthelimitingpoints of j(pm)are in kR.
Conclusion: thereexists a surface-pieceF* with thefollowingproperties:
1) F* n 9( = (F' U F) n vit.
2) FcF*.

3) For R: = F* - SF', thenj(R) c Tf.
n
4) F* nA9t n R containsF* AR.
functionon F U F' can be
Moreover,each holomorphic(meromorphic)
functionon F U F' U F*.
extendedto a holomorphic(meromorphic)
In fact, we can write F* = F U F' U M* where M* is a neighborhood
of those boundarypointsofF whichdo not lie in F'. All boundarypointsof
(aM * A (F U F')). M* can
M* n (Wt
U A) lie inside F U F'. So R = aM*be made arbitrarilysmall.
Remark 6.12. For surfaces over C", we write FnAi instead of
j-'(j(F) Aisi). fr is the complementof sitU adl.
BeforeprovingTheorem6.10, we firstprove the followinglemma.
LEMMA6.13. Under the assumption of Theorem6.10: If p,,,e F and
j(pm) convergesto q e ~R, then thereexists a neighborhoodU of q and an
analytic set M in U (that is, M analytic in U* z U) with theproperties:
(1) {Unj(FUF')}D
{Mn Un9}D{Unj(F)};
(2 ) M has onlyfinitelymanycomponentsand each of themcontainsq.
(3 ) If m is a representativeof a prime germof M n U at p e Rk,then
m has points in 91.
( 4 ) If m is a prime germ of Mn U at p e R, then m is a boundary
point of F or m is an interiorpoint of F' or else bothare true.
Proof. Since aF n 9wlies completelyin F', thereexist at mostfinitely
manyq, in aF n VTwith j(qj) = q. Thereforethereexist a neighborhoodV"
of q and a neighborhoodU, of qj with the properties:
(a) U c F';
(f3) j(Ui) is an analyticset in V*;
(y) If p e aF n S2and j(p) e V*,thenp liesin oneof the Uj.
of Theorem
(a) through(y) are alwaysrealizedbecauseoftheassumptions

6.10. We claim:

(*)

TheunionN ofall j( Ui)nSNwithj(F) n V* is an analyticsetin
v* n 9S.
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For the proof,let s be a point in V. n (. The boundary points of F
situatedabove s are interiorpointsof F' (Assumption(4)). Then above s,
thereexist onlyfinitelymanyinteriorpointspk and finitelymanyboundary
pointsys of F. The J,belong to the unionof Uj because of (^). In a neighof s, N is thereforethe union of finitelymany analytic subsets.
borhood
It followsthat N is locally analytic there. It follows furtherthat N is
closedin V* A a4. Hence (*) follows.
N is purelyk-dimensional.
SincebothF and F' are purelyk-dimensional,
Bytheconstructionwe have further,
(**)

NV D
{j(F U F') nv*A

{j(F) n v*}

Because of Theorem 6.7, N extends across q. There are arbitrarily
smallneighborhoodsV of q and an analyticsubset M, of V with the propertiesin Theorem 6.7. We choose U so that U ( V and set M: = M,.
ThenM is the set we want. (1) is clear. (2) and (3) are given in Theorem
6.7. Finally (4) follows, because if m e M n U n 'R, then m lies on the
of F or in F' because of (3). In the second case, it follows that
boundary
me Uj(Ui), i.e., m e F' and m E SF'.
Proofof Theorem6.10. Let H be the set of limitpointsq of j(F) in tR.
H is closed. For each q given as in Lemma 6.13, thereexist a neighborhood
U(q) and an analyticset M(q) in U(q) with the properties(1)-(4). Let m(q)
betheunionof an analyticsurface-pieceabove M(q) whose points are the
primegerms of M(q). Further,let F(q): = F U F' U m(q). ObviouslyF(q)
is an analytic surface-piecebecause of properties(1)-(3) of Lemma 6.13.
Condition
(1) is satisfied:F(q) n s2(n U(q) = (F U F') n s~in U(q). Moreover,
thefollowingis obvious:
(*)

For each neighborhoodU(q) c U(q), the part of F lyingover
U is relative compactin F(q).

Under U(q), q E H, thereexist finitelymany U(qi) with the associated
U(q1),
m(qi)andF(qD): = F U F' U M(qi),so thatH c U U(qi). Nowlet F * be
theunionof the F(qi). This F* satisfiesthe claim. Because of (*), the part
F, ofF lyingover U U(qi) is relativelycompactin F*. F - F1 is a compact
subsetof (F U F') n a( because of assumption(6). Hence 2), whichstates
FcF*, follows. From the construction,1) follows immediately. From
Lemma6.13, 4), we have: if r E sRis a boundarypointof some m(qj), then
i' is an interiorpoint of F' or boundarypoint of F. In both cases, r is an
interior
point of F*. Since the boundarypointsof m(q1)lyingover 9( are
interior
pointsof F U F', 3) follows. Finally to obtain 4), let p be a point
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fl n Lj. If p is a boundary
of F* n R. It is requiredto show: p e S: = F* n
pointof F*, thenp mustbe a boundarypointofF' because of3). By assumption (3), it follows that p e S. Thus let p be an interiorpoint of F*. If
p e F', then p e S. If p is not in F', then p is an interiorpoint of m(qi).
Then by Lemma 6.13, 3), it followsthat p e S. Thereforethe existenceof
F* is proved.
At the same time because of Theorem6.7, the functionextends to F*.
Let F be an analytic k-dimensionalsurface; k > s + 1.
Further letMbe a closed,connected(i.e., if M- M U Al2;M1,M, closedand
mAn m2= 0, then Ml = M or M2 = M) set of interior points of F and
Mc F n .(. Finally let U(M) c F be a connectedopen neighborhood
of M,
which satisfies the following condition: Each connected component of
U(M) n 1 has a boundarypoint of M. Then U(M) n9t is connected.
THEOREM 6.14.

Proof. Let the U1 with ui n M= R, be the connectedcomponentsof
U(M) n 9. Then M=-UR1; Ri- R. Suppose that there are several Uj.
Since M is connected,thereexist U., U2and a pointr e M so that r@c R1 n Re.
By Theorem6.9, r has an arbitrarysmall neighborhoodV(r) c F, forwhich
V(r) nw is connected. U1and U2mustthereforebe connectedto each other;
so U1 = U2.

Before we can continue, we have to introduce the new concepts of
cycles and arcs on an analyticsurface.
Following the terminologyof Rothsteinand Sperling,by a cycle Z of
the analyticsurfaceF, we mean here that Z is a closed, connectedset of
the interiorof F, whichsatisfiesthe followingconditions.
a) There exists an arbitrarilysmall neighborhoodU of Z in F such
that Z separates U into two open parts U , U- with

1) u+nU-=0,

2) U=U+ UZUU-,

3) z=au+nau-.

b) If p, q are pointsin U -Z and w c U is any path fromp to q, then
there exists in every neighborhoodof w, a path iv-fromp to q, which is
divided by the cycle Z into finitelymanyparts, belongingalternativelyto
Us and U -. (Hence the path goes fromUt throughthe intersectionpoint
iv-n Z towards U- or vice versa.)
c) Z is "piecewise smooth"; i.e. Z is the union of finitelymanyZ, in
such a way that j(Zi) is a closed real analyticpointset oftopologicaldimension 2k - 1 and such that the embedding j: Zi --> j(Zi) is topological.
Remark 6.15. We do not demand that U 1 or U- be connected. This

assumptionwill not simplifythe proof. In case F is a manifold,one can
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naturallyassume that U+ and U- are connected. From c) it followsthat
everyintersectionof Z with a real-analyticpointset has onlyfinitelymany
connectedcomponents. This we shall oftenuse withoutspecial note.
k. The
Definition6.16. Let F be an analyticsurfaceover Pn; dimF
pointset N in F is called bounded, if there exists an analytic plane E of
dimension
0.
q in PI with q + & = n + 1, so that En N
FollowingRothsteinand Sperling,we now introducethe notionof arc.
Wefirstfixournotation.The set VI (r): = nfl(q,,< o),s = n - q, q + k =
n + 1, withq'0: zaiz(l + 1/r2)- jz;1 is a neighborhoodof the plane
z_ = 0 in PI. Further,let 'R(r) =a~?(r) and 'F(r) be the comz=
plementof Vt (r) U AR(r). We write also VI instead of Vt(r) if there is
noconfusion.Let Z be a bounded cycle in F, dimF =k > s + 1, so that
z n9((r,) = 0 forsome r,.

There exists an w such that Z n v,(w)= 0 and Z n91(w)#0. If
z n ('(r): 0, then Z n v-(r)decomposesinto finitelymanyconnectedcom-

ponentsA(r), called "A-arcs". Also Z n91(r)decomposesinto finitelymany
connectedcomponentsK,, called "K-arcs". The latter ones are closed; on
theotherhand A-arcs are not. All boundarypointsof A-arcslie on K-arcs.
But there exist K-arcs which contain no boundarypointsof A-arcs. This
is thecase forall K(w). These K-arcs, which contain no boundarypoints
ofA-arcs,are called T-arcs and will be denotedby T(r).

LEMMA6.17 (embeddingof K-arcs in strips). For each K-arc K, there

existsan arbitrarily small neighborhood
S(K) c F with theproperties:
1) S(K) is open and connected;K c S(K);
2) S(K) n seis connected.
Moreover
3) a) S(K) n ORis connected, b) S(K) n .'J= S(K) nUA.
4) a) Z n S(K) is connected, b) S(K) nz = S(K) nz.
c) K-=U nS(K)nz= UR nS(K)nz.
5) S(K) n vin URcontains S(K) n (R.

Remark6.18. Neighborhoods
withthesepropertiesare called strips.
Thatstripswithproperty
2) existis a function
theoretic
result.
ProofofLemma6.17. Since'R,F, Z, K are real-analytic
sets,thenat
eachpointp in K, thereexists an arbitrarilysmall open neighborhood
U(p)c F, so that3) and 4) a), b) withU(p) in placeofS(K) are fulfilled
and
inplaceof4)c)wehave:U(p)nK is connected
andU(p)nK = '2 nU(p)nz=

.Rn u(p)n Z. Further,
everycomponent
of U(p)nElf
hasp as a boundary
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U U(pi) be a finitecoveringof K. Then for S(K), 1), 3)
point. Let S(K):
and 4) hold. Also 5) is fulfilled.For by Theorem6.8, it followsp e S(K) nAt
if p e S(K) n 'R. Now p e S(K) n R., so by 3) b), also p e S(K) n 'R.
Finally we assert that 2) is also fulfilled.By Theorem6.14 it suffices
to show that every componentS of S(K) n at has boundarypoints on K.
This is now clear since every componentof U(pi) n Stshould have the
boundarypoint pi.
Now we are going to deduce some consequencesfor T-arcs. T: = T(r)
is embeddedinto a strip S(T) accordingto Lemma.6.17. As T by definition
contains no boundary points of A-arcs and Z n S(T) is connectedby 4),
Lemma 6.17, so Z n S(T) n vtis empty. However S(T) n st is not empty
(Theorem6.8). We can assume S(T) c U, where U is a neighborhoodof Z
introducedbeforeRemark6.15. Let S+: = U+ n S(T) and S-: = U- n S(T).
As Z n S(T) n se is emptyand S(T) n Se(is connected,exactly one of the
0;
twocasesoccurs:(+) S- nS~i? 0; s+ nS -0 or (-) S+ n
following
A R.
S- n St = 0. Assume (+) holds. We claim that then (*) T = 9_-n
For the proof,let t be a pointof T. Then t lies in the interiorof S(T)
and on Z. Hence t is also in S' n tR. Secondly, let t eS+ n R. Since
= 0, then S(T) n Wt
= s- n af. Because of 5), Lemma 6.17, t is then
s+ n Of(
in s- n OR. Hence t is in Z. It followsthat t e S(T) n Z. Accordingto 4),
c), Lemma 6.17, it followsfinallythat t e T.
Now let R be the set of these boundarypoints of S- which do not lie
in Z. Then j(R) CT.
Suppose r e R, then r e aS(T); hence r does not lie in T. Because of
r does not lie in S+ n AR.As S+ n s?(is emptyit followsthat j(R) C T.
Thereforethe followinglemmais proved.
LEMMA6.19. For everyT-arc, thereexistsa strip S(T) such thateither
for the piece of surface F(T):

- S+ or for F(T):

=

S,

we have

a) F(T) c 'JF,
b) znS(T)c&F'(T),
c) aF(T) -(znS(T))cir.

resultsforA-arcs. In the
Nextwe are goingto deducetwoimportant
ofZ, whichis separatedintotheparts
let V be a neighborhood
following,
V+, V- by Z. Further,let theset of A(r')-arcsa1, whichsatisfythe folbe given:
lowingconditions,
( 1 ) To each aj, we associatea piece of surface]I (not necessarily
so that
connected)
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1. a, c afi and every connectedcomponentof fi has boundarypoint
in a,.

1.2 ai lies neitheron the boundarynor in the interiorof Ikf, ?
1.3 f, lies eitheron the positive or on the negative bank of ai. This
means that one of the followingstatementshold.
(?) For every p e aj, there exists a neighborhoodU(p) ci V, so that
fi D U(p) n v+; U(ft n U(p) n v-) =0 or
(-) For every p e a, there exists a neighborhoodU(p) c V so that

fi:) U(p)n v-; U(f1 n u(p) n v+) = 0.
C 1(r'). The boundarypointsoffAlie either on U a, or above
(2) j(f ci

{'R(r').

Remark6.20. The ai's are naturally disjoint. Now because of (2)
= 0.
af,n sxc Uja,, it followsfrom1.1 and 1.2 that eitherfi = fkior f, A f1c
In
f.
same
the
to
a
assigned
be
can
It is explicitlyallowed that different
the proofof Theorem 6.24, we shall show in p. 108 (d) that the f are
uniquelydeterminedby a. We shall not use this temporarily.
Definition6.21 (StatementE). If a1, ft satisfy the conditions(1), (2),
weshallsay: "Uai bounds Uft in 9t".
Assumptionfor Lemma 6.22 and Lemma 6.23. Let A; be a connected
of zn {J9(r')n .iR(r')}. Then UA2 - Uai U UK, with ai an
component
A-arcand Kj a K-arc. Suppose AAn9-(r') # 0 so that on each K there
are boundarypoints of a. No K is also a T-arc. For each a,, let fi be
assignedas above so that foraj, fi,StatementE holds. Finally we assume
herethat Uft U U Al is connected.
Now the followinglemmais of decisive significance.
Ua' U Uk' be a connected component of zn
either
Then
forall theseai's thestatement(+) is satisfiedor
{I1(r')U 9k(r')}.
forall theseai's thestatement(-) is correct. Suppose (+) holds. Thenfor
thoseK, thereexist arbitrarilysmall strips S(K) (cf. Lemma 6.17), so that
S(K) n z n9(c Usa, S-(K) n (uf,) =0, S (K) nAl c Ufj and S+(K) n
LEMMA 6.22. Let A =

(UfP 0.

Proof. (1) We show that if a, U K U a2 is connected,thenf1,f2lie on
thesameside of Z. Embed K accordingto Lemma 6.17 in a stripS(K) c V
insucha way that S(K) n 9t is connected. U a, separates S(K) n V into
connectedsubspaces of a surface-pieceof V. There exist points p1 in
A n S(K) n 9( and p2 in f2n S(K) n 9l. There exists also a path w fromp,
to p2with the properties: 1) w U S(K) n V(; 2) w intersects U ai only in
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finitelymany points s, and runs fromV' throughs, to V- or vice versa
(cf. b) in the proofof Theorem6.14). It followsnow that as the boundary
points of fi lie either on U ai or above 'R, the open piece of the pathwJ
betweens, and sl+, either lies completelyin fi or no points of it lie in fi.
Furtherit followsfromtheassumptionthatifWAC Ufi, thenwA+i n(Uft) = 0
and converselythat if w; n (Uf) = 0, then w2,, c Ufi. So we have finally
that if p, G V+, thenalso p2e V+. Thereforethe firstpart is proved.
(2) Suppose (+) holds. Then obviouslyS+(K) n (uf+) 0. By Lemma
andS(K) n z n 'R = K. Thencep e S(K) n z nvt
6.17 S(K) n Z is connected
can be connectedto K througha path in vin S(K) n Z. ThereforeS(K) n
Z n S c U a'. Further,since S(K) n V(is connected,it followsas in (1) that
c Uf, and S-(K) nUf, = 0.
S+(K) nAW
We repeat the assumptionforLemma 6.23: The A4 are connectedcomponentsof Z n { u(r')U (R(r,)};UA = U ai U U Ki. On each of the K there
lies a boundary point of a. The ai, fj satisfy Statement E. Finally let
Uft U UA, be connected.
LEMMA6.23. There exist a neighborhoodF' of UA2, r* > r' and a
piece of surface F* so that for all ? r'*, the following is true: the components A., B0 of F' A Z An
W(r)togetherwith thecomponentsof F* ng(4)
satisfy theStatementE. The AParise fromA2 "by continuation". The B.
are theothercomponents.
Proof. (1) Take a componentAl = U a' U UK, and use Lemma 6.22.
For the ct, suppose (+) is valid. Then there exist arbitrarilysmall disjoint
strips S(K) c V with the properties: {S(K') n znAt} c Ua'; S-(K') n
c Ufj and S+(K') n(Ufi)? 0. For the unionS,
(Ufi) = 0; {S+(K') n s211
of S(Kj) the correspondingstatementshold.
To a' - (SAn a'), we associate a neighborhoodUsc V withj(U,) cWV(r')
so that Ui n V+ is containedin Ufi. Now let S,: = S, U U U. In our case,
we have again SR n (Uf,) = 0 and So n 91(r') c Uft
We can do this forall componentsof A and require at the same time
that the closure of S2 is disjoint. At firstwe must assume that both case
(+) and case (-) can occur for A. Thereforewe establish that S* = ST
when (+) occurs,and S*: = S when (-) occurs.
(2) Now let F': = USA. For a fixedfi, we set F: = fi and then F'
satisfies the assumptionsof Theorem 6.10 (we set F: = V U Ufi). Consequentlythere exists a piece of surfaceFi with the properties
1) ficFi;
2) (F' U fi)n 9(r') is equal to Fi n 9(r');
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f LR(?r') containsF, n 'k(r');
3) Fi n )f,(?R)

4) Fi = F' U f, U M, where M, is a neighborhood(whichcan be chosen
arbitrarilysmall) of those boundarypointsof fi whichdo not lie in F';
5) Let Ri: = (aMi - aMi n (F' U fi)). Thenj(Ri) C cf(r').
0.
(3 ) Let Mi be so chosenthatM, nF'lZ = 0 andmi n(F-USi>
For F' n Z n Ak-UK consists of only interiorpoints of F'. For Li:
0. HencealsoMi nFnzZ=
0, ifM
af-(fi nF'), thenLi nF'nZ=
(F'then
is sufficiently
small. Nowassumep e Li n (F'- US*);
US* )# 0.
fin
Because p must be on &Rand an interiorpoint of Mi, there is a neighborhood U(p) with connected U(p) n A. The whole U(p) n W must therefore
ff
Wn}D{F'
belong tofi. Thenfi n (F' - US*l) 0 since{Ffntnl
n nJ}
and also (F' - U Sfl)n u(p) n 9fcannotbe empty. This contradictshowever
the definitionof SZ. For example, S* = S+ is precisely true when S- n
(Ufi) = 0. So it follows that Li n (Ff - US*) is empty. If we take Mi
small, then Mi n (F' - US ) is also empty.
sufficiently
US* U Uf, U UM, and L be the set of those
(4) Finally let F:
boundarypoints of F, which do not lie on F' nz. We claim that j(L) c
cM (>(r')
(cf. (2), 5) above). Further,
'T(r'). For the proof,noticethat j(Ln mi)
since the boundarypoints of fi are eitherin Mi or on U ai or lie in Fi, we
still need onlyto investigateL n U S: = L*. Assume there exists a point
p in L* n AR. Then there is a K so that p e S(k) n S2, because of 5), Lemma
6.17. Thereforep is also in S(k) n SW.Further {S*(K) n i} c Ufi and by
0 (cf. (3)). Consequentlyp must be a
constructionFn (F' - USS
boundary point of an fi. Since p does not lie in F' nZ, it follows that
p e U Mi. This means p is not a boundarypoint of F. Contradiction! On
VI there cannot be any pointof L*. For by construction,US* n vic Uf'.
Hence j(L) c ,f(r') is proved.
( 5 ) Now fixr * > ri' so smallthat j(L) c Tf(r*).DefineF*: = F n S(r*).
By constructionthe boundarypointsof F* either lie above 'R(r*) or they
are boundarypoints of F, whicnare containedin F' n Z. The latter form
the arcs A., B0. The Ap containAA. The B, are now arcs.
By construction,it followsat once that A., B. and the componentof
F* satisfy Statement E, if to each arc ai there is associated the surfacepiece Vi consistingof the union of all the componentsC, of F where a,
meets aC,.
1.1 ai c a Vi and each componentof Vi has a boundary point of ai
(clear).
1.2 ai lies neither on the boundary nor in the interiorof Vk# Vi.
This is also clear fromthe constructionof S* and Mi (it is Mi n
-
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F'nZ=

0).

1.3 V, lies eitheron the positiveside of ai or on the negative side of
ai. This is obviouslytrue by constructionfor Vin (US*) and for
v, n (U'). By (3) it is also true for V, n (UMJ. Hence it is true
forall of V,.
2. j(Vi) c SN(r*).The boundarypoints of Vi lie eitheron ai or above
y(R?*).This is clear.
(6 ) That the correspondingstatementremainstrue for all i <??* is
obvious. ThereforeLemma 6.23 is completelyproved.
Finally we come to prove the main theoremof this section.
THEOREM6.24. Let Z be a boundedcycle on a surface F; dimF-k,
overPI (k> 2) and A bean A(c)-arc,hencea connectedcomponentof ZfnVi((c).

Then thereexists a connectedpiece of surface F, j(F) c '9((c)so that A
8F n a((c), j(aF - A) c FR(c).
Remark6.25. In particular the followingis valid: For every p e A
there exists a neighborhoodU(p), so that (let V be a neighborhoodof Z
introducedin a), the proofof Theorem6.14) either
FF=0 for all p or
(+) u(p) nV+cF;
U(p)nV0 forallp.
(-) U(p)nV- cF; u(p)RnVAnFOProof. Let N be the set of all r, for whichthe followingweaker statement holds. Let A, be a connected componentof A n 9S(r) hence an
A(r)-curve. To each Ai, a unique(notnecessarilyconnected)piece of surface
fi is assigned, so that for A, fi,,Statement E is valid; that is, U Ai
a(Uf,) nfSt(r).

(a) N is not empty.
For the proof,let c be so definedthat A n V((w) is empty; however
A n AZ(w)is notempty. This is possiblebecause Z is bounded. Then A n 9R(W)
consists of finitelymany T(w)-arcs T. Every T can be embedded into a
S- or forF(T): = S+,
strip S(T) by Lemma 6.19 so that eitherfor F(T):
the followinghold:
;) F(T) C 'I-(c),

ii) z nS(T) c dF(T),

iii) {aF(T) - (Z n S(T))} C

small, so that they are disjoint. We now fix r' > wo
Take S(T) sufficiently
so small that the boundarypointsnot situated on A of every F(T) lie over
.f(r'). Thereupon,set F*(T): = F(T) n 'Qt(r'). By constructionF*(T) lies
either entirelyin V ' or entirelyin V-. We denotenow the componentof
to A', wheref/is the union of all those comby A' and assign JtY
A n intro)
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ponentsof F*(T) which have boundarypointson A'. Hence StatementE
holdsfor A', fl; i.e., U A' = a(Uf[')nSN(r'). Therefore(a) is proved.
(b) If r' > r" and r' e N, then also r" e N. Because if A', fi' are the
arcs and surfaces correspondingto r', then we have to take, for?r",only
thecomponentsof A' n 9t(r-")and fitns~(r").
(c) N is open in c < r < c.
Proof. (1) Let r' < c and r' e N. Further let ai be the componentof
A n V(r') and fi the associated surface-piece,so that U ai = a(Ufi)n9t((r).
The closure of (A n SW(r'))U Uf, would in general not be connected. We
one of its connectedcomponentsL, and denotethe arcs and surfaces
consider
onit again with a,, f. For these and componentsA, of L, n A n (V(r') U
fk(r')),the assumptionsof Lemma 6.23 are satisfied. Hence thereexist a
neighborhood
U, of U A, furtheran r* > r and a surface-piecefk*,so that
forthe componentA* (the B's of Lemma 6.23 belong here as well) of
U,U A n 9f(r*) and the fk*, Statement E is valid: U Ak = a(ufk) n*((r*).
For the other L,,, the correspondingstatementholds. We choose U,,to be
pairwise disjoint.

(2 ) If now A n 9((*) is equal to the unionof componentsof U, A A n
91(r*),then we will be done. This is the case, if A n (r') does not contain
near r'.
anyT-arcsand r* is sufficiently
Suppose however that An AR(r') contains T-arcs Tj; then by Lemma
6.19 there are strips S(Tj); furthermorethere exist r, > r' and surfaceboundsthe surface-piecesF, nA9f(r,)in
piecesFj, so that S(Tj) nA A SNl(ro)
91(r.)(moreprecisely:S(Tj) n A A V(r,) is equal to aFi n
sAt(o*)).
We can now assume: r* = ro, because instead of r* we can take any
r < r* and instead of r, we can take any r < r,. Finally if r* is sufficiently
nearr', then A n s((r*) is the unionof the componentsof U U,, A n 9((r*)
andthe componentsof U S(Tj) n A n s9(r*).
fromS(Tj).
( 3 ) Case 1. T, does not lie in U L,. Choose U,,different
Now add the componentsof S(Tj) n A n t(r*) and the componentsof
Fj nA (r*) to the ones already at hand.
Case 2. To lies in L,. Obviously T, must lie in the boundaryof some
fj. Let fj c fl*(cf. (1)). First of all we keep r* fixedand make r0,so small
thatby (2) the surface-pieceF, associated to T, and r-,is containedentirely
inf,*. Let r* approachro; it followsthat for r'* = ro,Fo c f,j*.
Set fi: = fib- F.. The boundaryof fj differsfromthe boundaryoff,*
preciselyby the facts that 1) the new componentsof W: = S(T) nA A o-(r*)
occurin fA,and 2) the boundarypointsof F, whichare not containedin W
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(and because of this lie over 'k(r*)) disappear when one formsfIj. W lies
because
fromf7*,
neitherin the interiornor on the boundaryof fk*different
the fi*are pairwise disjoint.
which
and replacethefJ*,
Performthe above processforall T fromU LJO
contains T, by fj. We can always take r. = r*. Add the new curves and
surfaces fromthe T arcs, which do not lie in U L, (case I); then we get a
set of A(r*)-arcs and the associated surfaces which satisfy Statement E.
The set of these A(r*)-arcs is by constructionequal to A nCV(r*). Consequentlyr* belongs to N and then also all r ? r*. Thereforec) is proved.
(d) N is closed in co< r < c.
Next we establish the followingstatement: For a fixedr, if Statement
E holds for a set of curves Ai and surfacesfi, then it cannothold for the
same Ai and other surface Fi. The surfaces Fi are thereforeuniquely
determinedby the arcs. It sufficesto show this for the connectedcomponentsof Uf. Suppose thereforethat UfLis connected. Suppose for some
i, f, # F1. Then f, F, = 0 and Ai consistsof interiorpointsof fi U Fi, as
we can see immediately.Furtherit followsthatfk # F, forall A, whichare
points of boundary of fi. Since Ufi is connected,for all j, f1 L Fj and A,
lies in the interiorof U (fi U Fi). Then U (fi U Fi) is a piece of surface G
over St,whose boundarylies over RK.It followsthat there exists an irwith
the property:G n Sqt(r) = 0 and G n (R(r) # 0. This contradictsTheorem
6.8.
Let No = maximal open set in N and re its upper bound. Furthermore
for r', r" in N let i' < r"; finallyA', fiJ'and AS, fj" are the correspondingA
and f. By the proof above, the componentsof A', fi' are componentsof
U (An' n'Q((r")) and U (fi'rn w(r')). We take now forr. the A' as components
of Ur'<r0A' and the componentsof f, as componentsof Ur'<rof. For the
Al, fkthus defined,StatementE obviouslyholds. Thus roC N.
(e) From a)-b), c is in N. But this is simply the statementof the
theorem.
An immediateconsequenceis the following.
THEOREM6.26. Every bounded cycle Z on F bounds. In other words:
There exists a surface-piece F(Z), so that Z = aF(Z). Moreover F(Z) is also
bounded. All holomorphic (meromorphic) functions on U(Z) extend to
holomorphic (meromorphic) functions on F(Z).
k > 2. The set M
(F is assumed to be a surface over Pnwith dimF
is said to be bounded if there exists an analytic plane E c Pn, dimE
n - k + 1 and a neighborhoodU(E) of E such thatm nf U(E) is empty.)
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Proof. It follows from Theorem 6.24 that for every positive r, the
componentsof Z n 9(r) are boundariesof boundedsurface-pieces. Now only
p; p8 (0, **., 1, 0, ***, 0) (homogeneous
the points p1 - (1, 0,
, 0);
coordinates)stay outside all W(r). We obtain a surface-pieceF such that Z
lies on the boundaryof F. The criticalpointsp whichlie on Z are obviously
harmless and those other "boundary points" all lie above P1, ***, P8. For
each i, the set j(F) is analyticin U(pi) with the exceptionof pointpi alone.
Then the closure of j(F) is also analytic at Pi. It follows that Z aF.
This is what we have proved. Moreover, all the functionsholomorphic
on Z extend to F(Z).
(meromorphic)
Finally let us again use the notation we had before in Theorem 5.12.
Take a cycleZ in W and a surface-pieceF(Z) such that aF(Z) = Z. By the
proofsof Lemmas 6.17, 6.19, 6.22 and 6.23, Theorems6.24 and 6.26, we have
V equal to the imageof V' in CN, whichis a subspace of the analytic surfacepiece WU F(Z).
HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
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